
Santiago Canyon College 

Educational Master Plan Committee 

Minutes from Meeting on Oct. 25, 2012 

2:30-4:00 in E-205 

 

 

Attendees: Rick Adams, Leah Freidenrich, Jim Isbell, Aracely Mora, Minh Pham, Alex 

Taber, Rudy Tjiptahadi, Roberta Tragarz, Aaron Voelcker, Joyce Wagner, Melinda 

Womack 

 

Absent:  

 

Guests: Denise Foley, Mark Smith & Joe Geissler 

 

 

I. Composition of the EMPC: 

a. Representation from Administrative Services is missing.  

 

II. Biology Program Review—Denise Foley 

a. Roberta: Commendations: “Very well done.” “Compliments on having 

built a skilled, balanced and solid faculty/staff team; efforts you’ve made 

to collaborate with SAC are commendable; the practical investigation into 

offering more classes that connect with growth/needs in the health services 

field is impressive.” “Very good and detailed description of SLO 

assessment process for the department in part IV and V.” “Thoughtful 

comments regarding your review of student outcomes and your 

willingness to reevaluate instructors’ assumptions on general concepts. 

Also, collaborations with SAC are to be commended.” “KUDOS to faculty 

involvement and learning!” 

 

b. Rick: With the funding, materials, and staffing challenges you have in 

Biology, do you find that you have to balance a tension between 

determining your curriculum and the Pathway to Transfer degree 

completion and finding funding for it versus seeing sources of available 

funding and building curriculum or pathways to meet their requirements? 

How have STEM and STAR affected you?: “The Pathways to Transfer is 

our major focus. We are set with the Bio major. The lab equipment needs 

to be purchased depending on the classes. We have options, but usually we 

have to compromise depending on costs of supplies and other expenses. 

STAR and STEM have helped with funding in some ways. The industry 

wants their people—graduates and others—to have more basic skills when 

they enter the work place. We formed an advisory committee and have 

already met with them and hope to meet with more often. Allergan is one 

partner who is willing to give us machines and supplies.” 

 



c. Melinda: Your PR states the new science center facilities are not up to 

spec. Does this create a danger for anyone or inhibit effective instruction? 

Is the college addressing these issues?: Lighting is one issue that has not 

been dealt with. But the problems are more of a damper than a problem.  

 

d. “SLO assessment is not yet complete, but is in the middle of the process. 

The CID numbers will change the assessment.” 

 

e. What did you learn from the process? Do you have any criticism?: “The 

process did require input from the entire department. The new format was 

good. The plan helped us focus on what is important. This is the first time 

in 6 years that everyone was part of the process.” 

 

III. Library Program Review—Joe Geissler 

a. Roberta: Commendations: “Extremely thorough, thoughtful, and well 

written. One of the best APRs we have seen!” “KUDOS, KUDOS, 

KUDOS throughout!!! The only comment I have is: The SCC Librarians 

and staff are heroes doing what they do with such restricted time and 

resources.” “‘I learned a lot in this [library].” Even stuff I ‘didn’t 

already know.’ I often feel that way about our library our 

librarians/staff—thank you!!!” “We talk campus-wide about being 

student-centered in the classroom, but you have evidence of some very 

student-centered adjustments/remedies and conversations.” 

 

b. Melinda: The Library has expressed the needs to (1) offer a summer 

course in order to “catch” the incoming freshman, and (2) develop a 

course that fits within Area E or GE. First, these are imperative as I 

perceive our situation. The question is: What progress has been made on 

realizing these two issues?: “Not much has been done lately because the 

staff is too small to lose a librarian while she teaches even though two 

classes—101 & 102—that work well in summer and beyond. We’d like to 

make these two one-unit classes into one two-unit class.” 

 

c. Joyce: What does an ideal Community College Library look like now? 

What is the importance of print resources when there are so many online 

resources?: “It’s a combination of all those things. We track as much as 

we can in the library to help us understand what changes we should make. 

We’ve learned that print editions are not accessed nearly as much as they 

once were. Students ask for ebooks now more than print editions. Ebooks 

are now often more expensive than print editions because they are often 

more scholarly and they are used by more people than paper editions. We 

know that most students do their work in the evenings and Sunday 

evenings are quite busy.” 

 

d. What did you learn from the process? Do you have any criticism?: “This 

process was easier because the new template is less repetitive than the old 



process. All jobs are shared in the library, so it makes it easier to put this 

together.” 

 

e. Aracely: The PR is a meaningful document: “Yes, it is a meaningful 

document that allows us to connect our DPP directly to our PR. The 

process also reminds us to work together in a meaningful way.” 

 

IV. Approval of Minutes—Sept. 27, 2012 

a. Moved:   

b. Seconded:   

 

V. Approval of Minutes—Oct. 11, 2012 

a. Moved:  

b. Seconded:  

 

VI. Next Meeting, Nov. 11, 2012 

 

Meeting adjourned at 4:20 pm 

 Moved:   

 Seconded:    

 

Our next meeting dates in room E-205 at 2:30 pm: 

 

11/8 

12/13   

 
 


